AAS in Electrical and Computer Engineering Course Dependencies
2015-2016 Catalog

Click here to see when a specific major course will be offered.

For other courses: Catalog

1. Prerequisite: FDMAT 112
2. Co-requisite: FDMAT 112

Foundations Courses

English

FDENG 101 (3 cr) Writing/Reasoning
FDENG 301 (3 cr) Advanced Writing

Quantitative Reasoning

FDMAT 112 (4 cr) Calculus I

Eternal Truths

FDREL 200 (2 cr) The Eternal Family
FDREL 225 (2 cr) Foundations of the Restoration

FDREL 250 (2 cr) Jesus Christ and the Everlasting Gospel
FDREL 275 (2 cr) The Teachings and Doctrine of the Book of the Mormon